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Goals

• Develop a	transition	approach	
• Based	on	a	realistic	HTTP	CDN	&	IP	access	network
• Incremental	– accruing	benefits	along	the	way
• Delay	touching	core	network	infrastructure	– start	with	
CDN	equipment

• White	paper	available	at:
• http://cblelabs.co/1S8knCB



Starting
Point	–
Network	
Architecture
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2 REGIONAL IP NETWORK & CDN OVERLAY 

To facilitate the description of the transition of a typical CDN to an Information-Centric architecture, 
this section describes a model IP network topology with CDN overlay. The model is reflective of the 
composition and scale of network design that would be typical in a mid-to-large size MSO with 
multiple subscriber regions and only a few content origination locations. 

2.1 REGIONAL IP NETWORK 

To begin, we introduce a model of a typical cable operator regional network, which provides Internet 
access to residents and businesses located within that region. Figure 1 shows a graphical 
representation of the model network. The diagram depicts several Core Regional Access Networks 
(CRAN), each of which provides Internet connectivity to a specific geographic region of the United 
States. For simplicity, only the “XYZ CRAN” shows all components of the cable network down to the 
individual subscriber, but it is assumed that these elements are also present in the other CRANs. 

 
Figure 1 - Model Network Architecture 

 

The portion of the network between the cable modems (CM) and the cable modem termination 
system (CMTS) is referred to as the Hybrid Fiber-Coaxial (HFC) network. The fiber portion of the HFC 
network connects each CMTS to multiple fiber nodes (FN), each of which serves a neighborhood (30-
300 CMs). The fiber node is located at the neighborhood, and it converts between the optical 
signaling used on the fiber link, and the electrical signaling used on the coax feeders and drops that 
reach the individual households and CMs. The network capacity between the CMTS, through a single 
fiber node, to the 30-300 CMs is shared among that set of users. Ethernet frames are transported 
over the HFC network using the Data-Over-Cable Systems Interface Specification (DOCSIS®).  

From this point, our model network consists of a hierarchy of increasingly powerful routers that 
aggregate traffic from the neighborhood fiber nodes to the network’s connection with the provider's 
backbone. At the first level, aggregating traffic from multiple CMTS routers are the municipal routers 
(MR). One level up from the MR is the aggregation router (AR), of which there are several to 
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accommodate the traffic from a handful of MRs. Finally, the ARs are connected to two core routers 
(CR), which link this regional network to the long-haul links between regions. The AR nodes are 
linked with each other to provide redundancy and paths for intra-regional traffic. 

Many ISPs operate networks in multiple regions of a country, sometimes separated by hundreds or 
thousands of miles. In the model network, we depict four regional networks (in addition to our 
generic “XYZ” network), all connected to the operator’s Internet backbone; LAX, DEN, STL, and BOS. 

2.2 CDN OVERLAY 

A Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a collection of servers distributed throughout a network with 
the intent of reducing core network load and improving application performance by bringing popular 
content closer to the clients that are requesting it. In the model network, we use an open source 
CDN implementation developed by Comcast Cable called Traffic Control [1]. The Traffic Control CDN 
consists of three main applications; Traffic Router, Traffic Monitor, and Apache Traffic Server. There 
are, in fact, several other applications that are part of the Traffic Control suite, but only these three 
will be relevant in the description of our example CDN. 

2.2.1 CACHE TIERS AND GROUPS 

Caching servers in the Traffic Control system are divided into an implementation-specific hierarchy 
of cache “tiers”. Requests for content that are not satisfied by a particular cache (cache-miss) are 
forwarded on to the next tier up the hierarchy (see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 - CDN Tier Structure 

 

Within each tier, collections of individual caches form a Cache Group, each of which is assigned to a 
geographic or topological region within the CDN. The model CDN has two tiers of caching, as 
depicted in Figure 1. The Edge Caches (EC) are closest to the client devices in the network and 
provide the fastest response times, and, consequently, the best user experience. Each CRAN has its 
own Edge Cache Group to serve clients located within that region, and the clients only directly 
interact  with these ECs. While Figure 1 shows the entire EC Group being connected to a single AR in 
the CRAN, it is more likely that the ECs will be distributed across multiple ARs in the CRAN.  

CDN	Hierarchy



Traffic	Control

• http://traffic-control-cdn.net
• Traffic	Router	

• Coverage	Zone	Map	– IP	subnet	to	cache-group	mapping
• DNS	Routing	- Edge	Cache	selected	based	on	query	hostname	
and	client	location

• HTTP Routing - Edge	Cache	selected	based	on	HTTP	request	
URL	and	client	IP

• ConsistentHashing	– within	a	region,	all	similar	requests	are	
directed	to	the	same	Edge	Cache

• Traffic	Monitor
• Continuously	monitors	cache	load	and	marks	caches	as	
“unavailable”	for	future	requests	if	they	become	overloaded



Pain points

• Cache balance
• Video	assets	are	assigned	to	Edge	Caches	at	the	Asset level

• e.g.	the	entire	“Bridge	of	Spies”	movie	passes	through	a	single	
Edge Cache	in	each	region

• Highly	popular	content	can	swamp	a	cache
• Only	solution	 is	to	monitor and	react	by	taking	the	“hot”	cache	
offline

• Now	Bridge of	Spies	is	being	cached	in	two	ECs	in	the	region

• Accurate mapping	of	client	IP	address	to	zone
• Maintaining	Coverage	Zone	Map	is	error	prone



Islands and	Bridges

• Target	cache	clusters
• “Cache	cluster”	=	set	of	caches	attached	to	the	same	
router

• Connect the	clusters
• CCN	over	IP	tunneling



Transition	technologies
• CCN->HTTP	proxy

• CCN	Producer&	HTTP	Client
• Maps	CO	Name/Hash	to	HTTP	Range	Request
• Two	options	discussed:

1. Proxy	generates	manifest,	disable	CO	signature	
verification

2. Origin	HTTP server	provides	a	manifest	with	
pre-calculated	hash	to	range-request	mapping

• HTTP->CCN	proxy
• HTTP	server	&	CCN	consumer
• Algorithmic	mapping	of	request-uri to	object	
name
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Figure 6 - CCN Island Detail with Proxy Appliance 

 

This introduction of CCN to a small portion of the network causes minimal disruption, and touches 
only a small number of components. In fact, the TR and the clients would be unaware that the 
transition occurred. The benefits, however, already begin to accrue. The probability of EC1, EC2 or 
EC3 becoming “hot” is significantly reduced, since the aggregate of the content requests that are 
assigned to those three ECs by the TR are now being striped at the Content Object level across the 
three caches, so the load to each one is now equal to one third of their aggregate traffic load. 

Additionally, in the implementation shown in Figure 6, the proxy appliance brings with it some of the 
CCN Routing benefits (no hairpinning) that are described in Section 5.3, bringing further reductions 
in the load on the ECs. The proxy appliance also sets the stage for further evolution of the CDN, as 
described in more detail below. 

Concerns with this arrangement might be the scalability of the proxy functions to handle the 
aggregate traffic load, or that it introduces a single point of failure in the system. This is an open area 
for research, but if it became an issue, one solution may be to deploy multiple devices as depicted in 
Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7 - Edge Cache Group with Multiple HTTP->CCN Proxies 
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the case of failure or scheduled service), and cache removals are likely to result in replacement 
caches being brought online in short order, perhaps obviating the need to redistribute requests. 

In order to enable this striping benefit for a particular Cache Group, the caches need to natively 
support CCN, and both the south-facing and the north-facing faces need to support CCN. Minimally, 
this could be accomplished via an HTTP->CCN proxy south of the cache pool, and a CCN->HTTP proxy 
north of the cache pool. 

5.2.1 ISLANDS OF CCN CACHES 

An EC Group in the example CDN could be targeted for conversion to CCN as follows. First, the 
subset of the ECs that are attached to a single AR are marked as “unavailable” in the TR, and then 
taken offline and upgraded to support CCN forwarding and Content Object caching. Second, a CCN-
>HTTP proxy is deployed north of this subset of ECs topologically, and the upgraded ECs are 
connected to that proxy (tunneling CCN over IP if needed). Third, an HTTP->CCN proxy is deployed to 
the south of the upgraded ECs topologically and the proxy is connected to the upgraded ECs (also 
using tunneling if needed). Finally, the DNS records for the updated ECs are changed to map to the 
HTTP->CCN proxy’s IP address, and those ECs are marked as “available” in the TR. Topologically, the 
EC Group might appear as shown in Figure 5, and an example implementation of this is shown in 
Figure 6, where an HTTP-CCN proxy appliance is inserted between the AR and the subset of attached 
caches. 

 
Figure 5 - CCN Island 

 



Proxy	Appliance
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Specialized CCN	forwarding

• Cache	implementation
• Not	a	CCN	forwarder
• No	PIT	or	FIB
• Upon	receiving	Interest:

• In	cache?		->	return	cached	CO
• else	->	return	Interest

• Upon	receiving	Content	Object:
• Push	into	cache

• Proxy	Appliance
• Ingress-indexed FIB
• Hash-based	Strategy
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Building bridges

• Migrate HTTP->CCN	closer	to	user
• In	home	gateway
• At	CMTS
• IP	anycast?

• Proxy Appliances
• Replace HTTP->CCN	and/or	CCN->HTTP	proxy	functions	
with	CCN	over	IP	tunnel	faces.

• Eliminate	CCN->HTTP	proxies
• Native	support	for	CCN	file	server	at	origin



All	caches	
upgraded

Mid	Cache	
Group

Edge	Cache	
Group
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APPENDIX A ALL CACHES SUPPORT CCN 

By following the incremental integration approach defined in this paper, the CDN will eventually 
arrive at a deployment state in which all caches and origin servers have been upgraded to support 
CCN. At this point, there will be a mesh of CCN-over-IP tunnels between caches in adjacent tiers of 
the CDN. Consistent hashing policies among the network nodes will ensure even distribution of 
content across all caches at each tier. Additionally, only HTTP->CCN proxies will still be present in the 
system, as the need for the more complex CCN->HTTP proxies has been eliminated. Further, the 
proxy appliances that were deployed at each caching layer have now essentially become CCN 
routers. At this point, it may be feasible to subsume the actual caching functionality into those 
routers rather than keep the caches as distinct entities.  

The HTTP->CCN proxies, however, will likely be required for much longer due to the need to support 
legacy client devices that will not be able to generate CCN network requests. The performance 
requirements of the HTTP->CCN proxies can be reduced by moving them closer to the network edge. 
As depicted in Figure 10, each “Service Group” (set of home gateway devices served by a single 
Municipal Router (MR)), can be assigned a proxy (connected to the MR) which will serve the 
requests of all legacy clients. The legacy clients can be directed to the closest proxy by the TR, or by 
using IP anycast. Using IP anycast, all proxies can be assigned the same network address and clients 
will be directed to their nearest proxy, topologically. In that case, the TR is no longer required. 

 
Figure 10 - Example CRAN with all  Caches Upgraded to CCN 

 



Biggest	Open	Issues

• Proxy	Implementation and	Scalability
• Cache	control	&	semantics
• Tracking	&	Monetizing	3rd party	traffic


